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1 Introduction · 

The difficulties' in the'Nambu-Goto string quantum theory, such 
as the nonphysical space-time dimension and the tachyonic state in 
the string spectrum, are welL known .. The ,need for an .adequate 
description of the ·quark interaction in hadrons initiated the ap
pearance of the rigid. string model. This model was suggested by 
A. M. Polyakov and independently by H. Kleinert [1]. Due to its 
finite thickness, the rigid string is characterized not only by its.ten
sion but also by its resistance to transverse bending (rigidity). This 
is in complete analogy with classical dynamics of rods· and beams. 
However the energy of Polyakov:-Kleinert rigid string;proves to be 
unbounded from below [2] because of the second derivatives in. the 
string action. Therefore only Euclidean rigid string model is .well 
defined. .. , 

In the applications to hadronic physics open strings are to be 
considered [3]. Here ~an important role is played by poundary con
ditions on the string. dynamical variables (string coordina:tes). For 
example, when the boundary terms describing poir~.t-like masses on 

-the.string ends·are added to the Nambu-Goto, theinterquark poten
tial is considerably modified. In the case of extremely asyhunetric 
quark inass configuration·this results in the removal of the tachyonic 
state contribution to the string potential [4]. 

It was·specifically supposed that the boundary conditions in the 
effective rigid string model following from QCD enable one to suppress 
the oscillation modes giving negative contribution to· the energy [5]. 
Unfortunately, this idea' has not been' implemented yet; 

Another ·approach to the: problem·ofenergy unboundness from 
below was considered in [6],·where'the rigid string model with non ... 
local action was put forward.. · ' ; ' 
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A consistent way to introduce the boundary conditions into the 
string dynamics is to add the corresponding terms (geometJ;ical in
variants) to the initial string action [7, 8, 9]. In this case the bound
ary conditions are consistent with the dynamical equations for sure. 
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The first candidate to modify the boundary conditions in string 
models is obviously the Gaussian curvature of string world surface. 
This geometrical invariant depends on the second derivatives of the 
metric induced on the string: world sheet. As the rigid string ac
tion contains the second derivatives, it is natural to modify it with 
the Gaussian curvature term; According to the Gauss-Bonnet theo
rem [11] the surface integral of the gaussian curvature can be reduced 
to a contour integral along the boundary of the surface. As a· result, 
for closed strings this term in the ~ction gives the Eulerian: charac
teristics of the string world sheet. For open strings· it was' shown 
that, when the action is modified in such a way, the string ends can 
not move with the velocity of light, as they do in the Nambu-Goto 
model with free ends [12]. 

· A general mathematical analysis of the b~mndary conditions in 
the rigid string model was performed in [8]. However, the influence of 
these conditions on the concrete physical predictions is·not properly 
studied. Only particular results were obtained here [9, 10]. 

·The aim of the. present note is to investigate the effect of the 
Gaussian curvature· in the rigid string action on the interquark po
tential. generated by the string .. The layout of the paper is the follow
ing. In Section 2 the linearized equations of motion .and boundary 
conditions in the rigid string model with the action modified by the 
Gaussian curvature are derived. Further ·the equation defining the 
eigenfrequencies of the string oscillations is obtained. Proceeding 
from this equation, in Section 3 the one-loop•interquark .potential 
g~nerated by the string is found . .By making use -of the numerical 
calculations, it is shown that the modification of .the string action by 
the topological term considerably changes the interquark potential 
at the distances comparable with the size of hadrons or less. Section 
4 is devoted to the discussion of the results.obtained. 
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2 Modification of the boundary 
conditions by the Gaussian curvature 
in the rigid string ·action 

The action of the relativistic string .with rigidity .is the following [1]. 

S = -lV!Jf /' ({2~yCg [1....., L~,.2 6:r1'6.r.11] • • (1) 
. . 2j:Lo 

Here Jvf;} is the string tension, o: is a dimensionless parameter char
acterizing the string rigidity. x1'(~o, 6) arc the string coordinates in 
D-dimcnsional space· time, I'· = 0, 1, ... D ~ 1. The curvilinear coordi
nates ~0 , 6 arc introduced on the string world-sheet. The inbedding 
of the string world surface into the enveloping space--time induces a 
metric on this surface 9ij(0 = Oi:1:1'Drz:1,, i,j = 0, 1; 9ii9jk = ~f·: g = 
dct 9ij· The Laplace -Beltrami operator related t~ the induc<•d nwtric 
is defined by · · ' 

!i' _:_· .1 a ( .. .. a ). - ...F9 a~i Fii g'J ae . . (2) 

Let us add to the· action ( 1) a topological term: proportional to 
the integral Gaussian· (intrinsic) curvat~1re ~f the string world surfan' 

- (3 .f .f d2~FijK. (3) 

By the Gauss~-Bonnct theorem this term can be transformed into the 
integral along a closed contour {)[2 bounding the string ~vorld surfcH"t' . . 

/ d~~0 K = - .f k9 ~ds ~ronst, 
n dn • ! 

(4) 

where k
11 

is the geodesic curvature. For a c~1r.:-e lying on a surface and 
defined by natural parametrization r(s), (dr/ds)2-= 1. the g<'o<l<•sic 
curvature, 1.~9 , is given by t.he forinula [11] 

k; = (k11 )
2

• (G) 
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where k11 is a tangentialcomponent of the curvature ,vector 

" d2r ·. · 
k=: ds2 = kj_ + ku. (6) 

::\ow we choose the coordinate set on the string world surfac<' in 
a way that the trajectories of the string ends were defii1ed by a con
dition 6 = const. then the geodesic curvature of these trajectories 
can be expressed through the c6m1~pnents of tli(~ metric tensor .rlij 

kg = -~ 9oo!Joo- 2goo9or + 9or.9oo (/) 
2 .j=g(goo)3/2 

Further we shall usc the nonparametric (Gaussian) definition of 
. the string world sheet 

x11 (~i) = (~o, 6, x2, ... xD_r) = (~;, u(~k)), 

i = 0, 1, ~o = t, ~I = r, 0 < r < R. 

In this parametrization the geodesic curvature is given by 

k _ _ iiu 
9 

- v'1 + u2 - u2 (1 - u2?12 ' 

where u = DuiDt, u = DuiDr. 
· In what follows we shall treat u and u as small quantities 

v-:9 
1 

F9 

J1- u2 + u2 ~ 1- ~u2 + ~u2 
2 2 ' 

1 . 2 1 -2 
rv 1 + -u - -u. 

2 2 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

Taking into account (10) the string action in harmonic approximation 
acquires the form . 

R t2 t2 

s = -MJ / dr / dt [1 + ~(u2 - u2
) + 2:r6cou)2

] - fJ ./ dt iiu, 
0 it it 

(11) 
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where 0 = 82 I at2 - 82 I 8r2 is the two dimensional d' Alambert oper
ator .. The action (11) give~ riseto,the linear equations ofmotion 

~ - ' ' ~ ' I . , •- .• , ' 

D(M~ + aD)u . 0 . (12) 

and the boundary conditions 

:r (;'.f~u + ,Bii + aDu) . = 0, · r = 0, R, (13) 

,Bii _: aDu = 0, r = 0, R. (14) 
•! ,,·' 

Due to the second derivatives in the rigid string action the number of 
obtained boundary conditions is twice compared with the Nambu

Goto case. 
The solutions of the boundary value problem (12-14) can be 

sought in the form 
~(r,t) rv ceiwt+ikr. 

I 

(1:5) 
: ' ~- . 

Substituting (15) into the equations of motion (12),,one obtains the 

dispersive equation 
., 

(w2
- k2)[M~- a(w2

- k2)r= 0 

with four branches of solutions 

kr = w, · k2 = -w, 

k3 = n, k4 = ..:..n, n·= /w2·- M 2fa. .yl ' i .. 0 

(16) 

... 

(17) 

• ' • . ' . . - . . . ·, 1 ~ 

Now the general solution to the string coordinates (15) 'can herewrit.:. 

ten as '4 '· 
u(t r) - u eiwt "\" C ·eikir , -o L__;J··' 

. j=l . ·-

(18) 

where no is a constant vector, and Ci are amplitudes determined by 

initial conditions. 
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The solutions of Eq. (12) should satisfy theboundary cor;ditions 
(13) and (14). The substitution of(18) 1nto (i3)' and (i4) results in 
a system of linear homogeneous equationsfor the amplitudes C{ 

. ' -·~· 

qC1 - qC2 - {3wOC3 + {3wOC4 = 0,. 

qeiwRcl- qe-iwRC2- {3wOemRc3 + {3wh~-mnc4 = 0, 

{3w2C1 + {3w2C2 - qC3 - qC4 = 0, 
{3w2eiwRcl + {3w2e-iwRc2- qeiwRc3- qe-iwRc4 = 0, (19) 

~ ; ' 

where q = MJ - {3w2. The equation for the eigenfrequences is ob
tained by setting the determimint of the system ( 19) equal to zero 

f(w) = sin(wR) sin(OR)[(MJ- {3w2)4 + f34w60 2] 

2(MJ- {3w2)2{32w30[1- cos(wR) cos(OR)] = 0. (20) 

This equation is rather complicated. Nevertheless it contains infor
mation that enables one to make concrete physical predictions in the 
framework of the string model in hand. 

3 • String potential 

Making use of the string eigenfrequences we are able to,calculatethe 
first quantum correction to the energy of the string ground state, 
i.e .. the Casimir energy of the system. Considering this energy as a 
function of the string length R we arrive at the interquark potential 
generated by the string. The interquark potential V(R) introduced 
in this V!ay is defined by the formula [12} 

.- ; ' ' 

exp[-V(R)jT] = J [Vu] exp{ -ST[u]}, T---+ 0, (21) 

where 

l/T R . . l/1' 

ST = MJ J dt J dr [1 + ~u (1- ;;66) (-6)u]- {j ./ dtiiu 
0 0 0 

(22) 
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is the Euclidean string action. 6 = .D2 jDt2 + D2 jDr2 is tlw two 
dimensional Lai1lace operator, Tis the tempcr<{tu~e. The functional 
integration is carried out over the string coordinat'<~s obeying the JW

riodicity conditi0n u(t, r) = u(t + 1/T, r). The Euclidean equations 
of motion and boundary conditions ·arc obtained from ( 12). ( 13). a~Hl 
( 14) by nH'ans M substitution f.---+ it. It is easy to demonstrate that 
the Eudi<l<'an eigenfreqm'nces are defined by the same equation ( 20). 

. After functional integration in (21) we derive the expr~ssion for 
the string potential 

·.. 2 D- 2 [( o: ) ] F(R) = 1VI0 R + .2!JTrln . 1- .l\1!1;6 (-~) . ·T 7 0. (23) 

' 
The boundary term ( 4) in the action i~ taker~ into. ad:ount when 
calculating the eigenfrcquences of the operator (1 - o:6jJ.1Il;)( -6) 
which determine the functi~maLtrace.in (23).. •' 

In the limit T ---+ 0 we have [3] 

· . D-2~ 
F(R) = JYIJR+-2-Lwn,· 

n=l 

. (24) 

where W
11 

are the roots of the equation (20). The first· term in tll(' 
formula (24) is the classical string energy proportional to its lengtl1' 
(confining potential). The second term is the Casimir energ:v in' 
the string model under consideration. The string potcnti~1l giv<~n by 
Eq. (24).obviously requires renormalization hf!cm1se the sum ofthe 
cigcn'frequencics diverges. The renormalizcd st:ring potential at larg(i 
distances should coincide with its classical Vcilue , . 

yren (R) I = M2R 
. R--+oo ' .., 

,. : (25) 

where M 2 is the renormaliied string tcnsioi1 [13]. St~~rting _y,;itl~ 
Eq. · (24) 'and taking into account the necessity to r<'g~1larizP <~11. th.<> 
div(~rgcnt expressions, one arrives at the following foi·nmla for the 
n~norm~ili~ed string potential , 

yrw(R) = A1(~R + (D- 2)E;?(R, A)IA~oo 
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JJ~ R + (D- 2){E;?'(R .. !\)- E;?'(R --. x. A) }L,_:x: 
+ (D- 2)E~;fl (R~ X, A)L\-:x: 

_112 R + (D- 2)E?n. (2G) 

where A is the_ r~gularization parameter, Jf2 is the reuonualized 
value of the string tension 

D ') ·. 
2 ,r2 - .. ,.,, ( ) I . -.J1!, = .VI0 + ---n- Ec:. R--+ x, A :\-:~. (2 1) 

The renormalized Casimir energy is defined by 

E[~n(R) = [E~;'fi(R, A)- E~~fi(R-+ CXJA)]I.,_,:x:, (28) 

·where 1\111? should he substituted by .i\12 according to (27). The sum 
( 24) can he represented in terms of the contmir integral by making 
use of the Cauchy theorem (argument principle) [14] 

1:x: 1j" 
- LWn = -. dwln[f(w)], 
2 47rz 

n=O C 
(29) 

where the function f(w) is given by (20), and the, contour C en
closes the zeros, of f ( w) situated in. the right half-plane of complex 
variable w. The frequency equation (20) is real, therefore according 
to tl~<~ierm~n~ -Schwarz theorem [14] its complex roots are lying 
symmetrically with respect to the real axis. Consequently under 
the summation their imaginary parts are mutually cancelled and the 
Casimir energy proves to be real. 

Because of the square root, the function (20) is obviously two· 
valued. To select its single-valued branch, we make a cut connecting 
the branch points w0 = ±M I fo along the real axis. After that the 
coritm~r carfhe chosen as it is shown in Fig. 1. The radius of the 
contoi1r A stands for a renormalization parameter for the divergent 
surn 112 I:~= I Wn. Integratio~ along the semicircle in A -+ 00 limit 
contributes only to the counterterm [13]. The integrals along the 
edges of the cut are mutually cancelled, and the integration around 
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the branch. poiu't- w = w0 gives the ,R-independent constant. The 
integration along the .interval ( -iA; iA) produces the Casimir energy 
of the rigid string:with modified action·. 

·i 
A 

E~~9 (M, ~, {3, R) = 2~ ~~?/ln(f(iy)), (30) 
. . o_. ,__ . ,; 

f(iy) = - sinh(Ry) sinh(Rp)[(M:2 +:f3y2
)

4 + {34y6f22] 
-2(M~ + {3y2 ) 2(3~y30[1- cosh(Ry) cosh(RO)], 

where 0 = J y2 + M 2 I a. For th~ renormalized value of the Casimir 
energy to be obtaine1, the asymptotics of (30) when R -+ oo is 
needed 

A 

E;.f9 (R-+ oo) = 2~ J dy In {~eRyeRn [(M2 + ,8y2?- ,82y~O] 2 }'

o 
(31) 

After the subtraction (28) w~ are left with the renormalized Casimir 
energy 

" 00 

· E';r(M, o:, ,8, R) - 2~ Jdy In{(l- e-2Ry) ( 1- e-2Rll) 

0 

- F(o:, ,8, M 2, y) ( e-.~y -e-Rn) 
2
}, (32) 

where 
- 2 f.? 2)2 .. 2 4,82y30(M: +tJY • .. 

F(o:, ,8, M , ~) = [(M2 + ,8y2)2-:- j32y30)2 

This expression determines in the orie-'-loop. appro~imati~n the first 
quantum· c~rrection to the 'classi~al linearly 'rising ~t:dng potential 
V(R) r.v M 2 R. When ,8 = 0 the function F vanis~~s, and E'q.' (32) 
reduces to the one-loop Casimir energy of rigid string [3]. · It is rather 
difficult to examine Eq. (32) analytically therefore we turn below to 
numerical calculations. The interquark potential V(p)/M, p = MR 
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for different values of the parameters a and j3 (forhnilae (26) and 
(32) with D = 4) is presented; in Fig. 2. The potential generated 
by the Polyakov-Kleinert rigid string (,B = 0) for a = 1, '10, 100 
is plotted in Fig. 2a. The values of the parameter a are chosen 
with allowance for the following considerations .. In Abelian gauge 
model with simple Higgs potential (Nielsen-Ol~sen vortex model for 
relativistic string [15]) it was shown that the ratio a/(r;M2

), where 
r s is the gluonic tube radius, approximately' ~quals 20. Keeping in 
mind that the quantity M-1 gives the hadronic size in string models, 
one can p~t rs rv (1/3)M-1. After that for the p~rameter a we obtain 
at'V2. 

Figures 2b, ~' d show the impact of the Gaussian curvature term 
in the string action on the interquark potential. With increasing 
j3 the potential curves are shifted to the right with respect to the 
interquark potential generated by Polyakov-Kleinert string (,B = 0). 
For small j3 it is easy to calculate the value of this shift 

( -)2 oo -Ry e-Rn 
, . . 2(D- 2),82 1 3- e ' - < 0. 
8V(R) = . M 4 dy Y 0 (1 _ e~2Ry) (1 _ e-2RO) -

0 

(33) 

The .potential curves in Figs. 2b, c, d testify to obvious correla
tion between the values of the parameters a and ,B. To be exact, 
for fixed a one can obtain the same alteration of the potential by 
settinga"" ,B. Of course, this correlation appears only at the quali
tative level. The curves in Fig. 2 convincingly demonstrate that the 
modification of the boundary conditions due to the Gaussian cur
vature in the string action leeds to a considerable alteration of the 
interquark potential at the distances ~ M-1• In this range the ef
fect of the Gaussian curvature term turns out to. be comparable with 

' ' 

the. transition from the Nambu-Goto model to the rigid string. At 
large distances R . -+ oo all the potential curves' tend to the same 
asymptotics "" M 2 R . . ,. 

. / 

10 

Irnw 

(\ 

(\ 

0 Rew 

-/\~ 

Figure J: The integration contour wwd in E(l· (29) to sum tlu• roots 
offrequency equation (20). 

' . 
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Figure 2: The interquark potential V(p)/M generated by the modi-
. fied rigid string with the Gaussian curvature in the action at different 
values of the parameters a and {3. In Fig. 2a the dashed curves rep
resent the limiting cases a= 0 (the Nambu-Goto string) and 0: = oo;· 

All the potenti~tl curves with finite values of a lie between them; In 
Fig. 2b, c, d the potential for {3 = 0 is plotted by dashed lines. With 
increasing {3 the potential curves are shifted to the right with respect 
to the curve corresponding to {3 = 0. 
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4 Conclusion 

In view of an important role of the modificatio~ of the string action 
in hand it is natural to inquire ones~lf.about the p~ysical meaning ?f 
the parameter {3. As thisparameter'enters only the boundary con~ 
ditions for string variables, on~ can treat it as a coupling constant 
characterizing the residual quark interaction with gluonic field. This 
interaction has been ignored when the, colle<;tive string variables were 
introduced. Obviously it is essential at small distances where local
ized gluonic' tube (string) does not reproduce adequately the real 
physical picture. 
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